
 Experiment No.

58seek58

Apparatus:

Objectives: 

Wheatstone Bridge
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�e student will learn to find the resistance of an unknown resistor using 1. 

Wheatstone bridge.

EB2 Board
Voltage Source (PSB board)
Variable Resistor 1KΩ

Resistor 330Ω
Resistor 560Ω
Unknown Resistor (?Ω)

DMM
Connection Wire
Mini Screw Driver

Procedure and Conclusions:

1. Use EB2 board to set up the circuit for Wheatstone Bridge by inserting 

a resistor 330Ω (R1) at the pair (B), a resistor 560Ω (R2) at the pair (A), 

a variable resistor 1KΩ (R3) at the pair (C) and the unknown resistor 

(R4) at the pair (D).

2. Using a mini screw driver, turn the wiper of the variable resistor fully 

clockwise.

3. Connect (3 volt) from PSB board to the pair (F) using a connection wire.

4. Turn the selection dial of the DMM to DCA mode (range 200mA), insert 

the DMM probes at the pair (E).

5. Turn the wiper of the variable resistor gradually anticlockwise until you 

obtain a zero reading on the Ammeter.
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6. Turn the selection dial of the DMM to Ohm mode (range 2000), insert the 

probes at the points (5) and (6).

7. Insert resistors (R1) at pair (G) and measure its value, insert resistors (R2) at 

pair (G) and measure its value, Insert resistors (R3) at pair (G) and measure 

its value.

1) is .......... Ω, (R2) is .......... Ω and 

(R3) is .......... Ω.

can calculate the unknown resistor from the equation R1 R2 = R3 R4 , or R4 

= (R2 * R3 R1 = ............ Ω.

9. Insert the unknown resistor at the pair (G) to measure its value using the 

Ohmmeter.

 to the calculated value 

obtained above.


